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report of the Austrian declaration of war on Serbia—and
was already taking a "pessimistic view of the situation."
Buchanan asked him whether he would not be satisfied with
Austrian assurances in regard to Serbia's independence and
integrity; England would welcome any arrangement to avert
a European war, "but it was important that we should
know the real intentions of the Imperial Government"—a
phrase which suggests that Buchanan did not think that
Sazonov was being completely frank with him. Sazonov
replied that "no engagement which Austria might take on
these two points [Serbia's independence and integrity]
would satisfy Russia, and that on the day Austria crossed
the Serbian frontier, order for mobilization against Austria
would be issued." He added that there was no need to
fear internal disturbances in Russia, and that, "in the event
of war, the whole nation would be behind the Government."
Buchanan suggested that as a last resort the Tsar should
make a personal appeal to Francis Joseph to restrict Aus-
tria's action within limits which Russia could accept. But
Sazonov again insisted that the only way to avert war was
for England to let it be clearly known that she would join
France and Russia. Buchanan got the impression that
Russia "was thoroughly in earnest," and that Russia would
fight if Austria attacked Serbia.2
if Sazonov had been aware of it, it seems almost certain that it would
have found an important place in fheir conversation. It was apparently
still unknown to Sazonov when he talked with Sz&pary later in the after-
noon, for it formed no part of their discussion, and Sz&pary, in his later
report of their conversation, added that the declaration of war on Serbia,
"which has since taken place," will perhaps disclose Russia's real intentions
(A.R.B., III, 16).
^ Buchanan to Grey, July 28, 8:45 P.M.; BJD., 247, Cf. also
Pateologue, I, 30-32. According to PalSologue, who was waiting in the
ante-chamber, Buchanan reported that he "had just begged Sazonov not to
consent to any military measures which Germany could interpret as a
provocation. One must leave to the German Government all responsibility
and all initiative in an attack. English opinion would not countenance
the idea of participating in the war unless the aggression unquestionably
came from Germany." Buchanan's despatch contains nothing of all thia

